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Millions of surveillance cameras have been installed in public areas, producing vast
amounts of video data every day. It is an urgent need to develop intelligent techniques to
automatically detect and segment moving objects which have wide applications. Various
approaches have been developed for moving object detection based on background
modeling in the literature. Most of them focus on temporal information but partly or
totally ignore spatial information, bringing about sensitivity to noise and background
motion. In this paper, we propose a uniﬁed model sharing framework for moving object
detection. To begin with, to exploit the spatial-temporal correlation across different pixels,
we establish a many-to-one correspondence by model sharing between pixels, and a pixel
is labeled into foreground or background by searching an optimal matched model in the
neighborhood. Then a random sampling strategy is introduced for online update of the
shared models. In this way, we can reduce the total number of models dramatically and
match a proper model for each pixel accurately. Furthermore, existing approaches can be
naturally embedded into the proposed sharing framework. Two popular approaches,
statistical model and sample consensus model, are used to verify the effectiveness.
Experiments and comparisons on ChangeDetection benchmark 2014 demonstrate the
superiority of the model sharing solution.
& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays an increasing number of surveillance cameras are installed in public places and produce massive
video data every day. Therefore, efﬁciently detecting and
analyzing objects of interest, such as person and vehicle,
across large scale surveillance videos is of great signiﬁcance and has become a hot spot of research in the ﬁeld
of computer vision. As a fundamental task in video processing, moving object detection has been widely investigated and background subtraction is the most common
n
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solution, which distinguishes moving objects (called foreground) from the scene (called background) typically on
the basis of appearance modeling and updates in local or
global areas. As the preprocessing step of the whole video
process, background subtraction heavily affects the subsequent steps and the overall results.
Over the past years, various approaches, benchmarks
and libraries have been developed, which witnesses the
importance of background subtraction. Background subtraction can be approached in many different ways.
Toward a convenient and high-speed implementation,
most modern approaches of background subtraction are
based on pixel level modeling. Among these approaches,
temporal information is fully utilized to build background
models. On the assumption that a pixel is irrelevant to its
adjacent pixels, pixel based background subtraction is
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widely investigated, such as Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) [1,2], Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [3], nonparametric approaches based on sample consensus: Visual
Background Extractor (ViBe) [4], Pixel-Based Adaptive
Segmenter (PBAS) [5] and Self-Balanced SENsitivity SEgmenter (SuBSENSE) [6]. Although pixel based approaches
are effective and easy to bootstrap, they ignore the spatial
relationship between pixels, thus they are sensitive to the
noise and background motion. Traditional pixel based
approaches establish and update a model for each pixel
with historical values of this pixel. Ignoring the spatial
relationship between pixels, a pixel is will be classiﬁed to
foreground when its value is changed due to background
noise or local motion. For example, the pixels of tree leaves
are classiﬁed to foreground for pixel based approaches
when the tree shakes with wind. Without considering the
spatial correlation between adjacent pixels, pixel based
models are not robust to noise and background motion. In
order to exploit the information around one pixel, some
region based approaches [7,8] were proposed by incorporating the adjacent pixels around a central pixel. This
context information enhances the robustness for background noise and illumination, e.g., block descriptors [8]
and local binary similarity patterns (LBSP) [9]. Some other
approaches [10,11] clustered pixels into different classes to
build models. However, the region based approaches are
usually sensitive to the region size and the complexity of
the video scene, which inevitably leads to precision loss.
Based on our wide observation, it is not necessary to
build a background model for all positions since a model
can be easily shared by the neighbor pixels with similar
appearance. Pixel based models establish superﬂuous
models and are sensitive to background noise and movement, while region based models suffer from region size
and precision loss. To fully exploit the spatial-temporal
correlation across different pixels and accurately ﬁnd a
model for each pixel, we propose a novel framework to
learn shared models for moving object detection. On one
hand, we argue that a model can be dynamically shared by
different pixels in different frames because adjacent pixels
have similar pattern in space and time. It is not necessary
to build a background model for each pixel in a textureconsistent region. This kind of sharing framework could
dynamically associate between pixels and models to
reduce the total number of models. On the other hand,
existing approaches can be naturally embedded into the
model sharing framework. The pixel based background
approaches such as GMM [1] and ViBe [4] can be embedded into our framework to exploit the relation of model
sharing whatever feature or model are utilized. While
region or block based approaches cannot be embedded.
The reason is that our framework can realize the many-toone sharing mechanism between pixels and models
without inﬂuencing the feature or mathematical representation of background models. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed framework we apply it on the statistical model and the sample consensus model. With the
sharing framework, the noises caused by local small
movements can be effectively eliminated by dynamically
searching for a shared model around. Meanwhile the
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number of models is reduced remarkably and the performance of shared models is superior to original models.

2. Related work
As a fundamental task for image classiﬁcation [12–15],
saliency object detection [16], image annotation [17], Person re-identiﬁcation [18], lots of approaches for background modeling have been developed in the literatures.
Among various background modeling approaches, the
GMM is known to be effective in sustaining background
variations. GMM [1] was a typical representative for pixel
based approaches, which assumed that historical color
intensities at each pixel can be modeled by a set of
Gaussian probability density functions. This approach is
effective in sustaining background variations but fails
when the distribution assumption cannot be satisﬁed. KDE
[3] was a non-parametric model that relies directly on
local intensity observations to estimate background probability density functions at each pixel. ViBe [4] was based
on the sample consensus that a background pixel is
modeled by a collection of historical observations. This
approach obtains better results than GMM and KDE. But it
is difﬁcult to deal with background noise. PBAS [5] introduced a feedback scheme to adaptively adjust model
parameters by estimating background dynamics on the
basis of ViBe. SuBSENSE [6] further combined LBSP features and color features with a pixel-level feedback strategy to reduce sensitivity and enhance the generalization
capacity. These approaches had two assumptions: historical values of each pixel in background can be represented
by a kind of discrete or consecutive model; adjacent pixels
are entirely independent. Though many improvements
have been made, this pixel independent assumption
makes the approaches vulnerable to the noise.
To increase the robustness, some researchers presented
to leverage the local context information around a pixel,
such as region [7,19] or block [8], cluster [10,11] and other
spatial-temporal methods [20]. In [7], Fang et al. proposed
a block-wise GMM method which consisted on a vector of
3  3 neighbors of the current pixel. Pokrajac and Latecki
[19] divided each image into spatial-temporal blocks and
obtained compact vector representation of each block to
provide a joint representation of motion patterns and
textures. These block based approaches are robust to the
noise and background movement, but provide less precise
foreground detections. In [8], Varadarajan et al. modeled
regions as mixture distributions to meliorate the ﬂaw of
original GMM that could not effectively deal with dynamic
background and camera jitter challenged the performance
of GMM. In general, region-based model uses local context
around a pixel for noise suppression, whereas is relatively
complex and vulnerable to pixel changes periodically.
Bhaskar et al. [10] clustered pixels with similar features
in HSV color space into different regions, and each cluster
was modeled by a GMM. Similarly, in [11], they utilized
clustering approaches to reduce the number of background models while making models more robust to
noise. It is obvious that cluster-wise models are more
robust to the noise and pixel-wise models provide more
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accurate foreground segmentations. The clustering
approaches assume that pixels in the same cluster should
experience the same background changes, so that clusters
need to initialize again when background changes.
Although the clustering approaches reduce the memory
usage and the computational cost, the performances are
not superior to the pixel based approaches. A case based
GMM was proposed in [20] to allow some pixels to share a
background model. The pixel value in two consecutive
frames and position cues as check features to ﬁnd a
background model. However, this complex features were
sensitive to pixel changes periodically and limit the effects
of model sharing.

computed as
(
1; if (z; Lz ðxt Þ ¼ 1; jz xjr N=2
t
Lðx Þ ¼
0; otherwise

ð1Þ

where s is the position of the shared models around pixel
xt in a N  N region. The similarity Lz ðxt Þ between a pixel
and a model is calculated as follows:
(
1; if DistðFðxt Þ; Bz Þ oR
t
Lz ðx Þ ¼
ð2Þ
0; otherwise
where R is the maximum distance threshold. DistðFðxt Þ; Bz Þ
represents the distance between Fðxt Þ and a given background model Bz .
3.2. Model update

3. Model sharing framework
To exploit the spatial-temporal correlation of pixels, we
propose a uniﬁed model sharing framework for moving
object detection. A sharing mechanism is presented to
model the many-to-one relationship between pixels and
models, and each pixel dynamically searches the best
matched model in the neighborhood. Furthermore, the
shared models are updated through a randomly sampling
strategy, i.e., randomly selecting a pixel that matches the
shared model for update. The overall ﬂow of the proposed
approach is illustrated in Fig. 1.

For the sharing scheme, the update confronts with a
question: the many-to-one relationship between pixels
and models. We select a conservative update strategy with
a random sampling mechanism. Through randomly
selecting a pixel that matches a model, the shared models
are updated randomly. This is simple but effective for the
many-to-one relationship between pixels and models.
In this way, a pixel is labeled into foreground or background by searching an optimal matched model in the
neighborhood. We can enhance the robustness while signiﬁcantly decrease the number of models. To verify the
Table 1
Important notation and terms.

3.1. Shared model
We summarize the important notations used by this
and following sections in Table 1. Given a pixel xt located
on x in time t, we can extract its some features like color or
texture denoted by Fðxt Þ. Then we dynamically search a
matched model with its feature Fðxt Þ from background
shared models in a N  N region. We set B as background
models and Bx is the background model located on x. Lðxt Þ
is deﬁned as a binary label for a pixel xt . If xt matches a
shared model, Lðxt Þ ¼ 1, otherwise Lðxt Þ ¼ 0. Lðxt Þ is

xt
Fðxt Þ
Bx
Lðxt Þ
Lz ðxt Þ
Distð; Þ
N
μti
Σ ti
ωti
Dh ð; Þ
R

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

pixel located on x in time t
feature extracted from xt
background model located on x
binary label for pixel xt
similarity between pixel x and model z
distance of the two items
Gaussian density function
mean value of the ith Gaussian
covariance matrix of the ith Gaussian

The weight of the ith Gaussian
The hamming distance of two items
The maximum distance threshold

Fig. 1. Overview of the model sharing framework. The proposed approach includes feature extraction, pixel modeling, model sharing, foreground segmentation and model update. After extracting color or texture features, the pixel models like the statistical model, sample consensus model and so on, are
utilized to model the temporal evolution of each pixel. Then we establish a many-to-one correspondence by model sharing between pixels, and a pixel is
labeled into foreground or background after searching for an optimal matched model. Furthermore, a random sampling strategy is introduced for online
update of the shared models.
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effectiveness, we apply the sharing framework both on
statistical model and sample consensus model in next two
sections.

computed as follows:
(
1; if jxt  μtB;k jo 2:5σ tB;k
t
LB ðx Þ ¼
0; otherwise

4. Shared statistical model

LF ðxt Þ ¼

GMM is a classic representative for statistical approaches for moving object detection, which assumes that the
temporal evolvement for a pixel is modeled by a mixture
of Gaussians. By a sharing mechanism, we can easily
embed the statistical model into our sharing framework.
Speciﬁcally, the shared models are built for both background and foreground. Each pixel dynamically searches
for the optimal model from neighboring models according
to its color feature. Thus the noises resulted by local small
movements could be effectively eliminated through the
background shared models, while the integrity of moving
objects is enhanced by the foreground shared models,
especially for small objects.

where μB;k and σ B;k are the mean and standard deviations
of the kth distribution of a background model. μF ;k and σ F ;k
are the mean and standard deviations of the kth distribution of a foreground model. Then we calculate the
matching probability with background and foreground
models respectively:
8
K
X
>
>
<
ωi N B;i ðxt ; μti ; Σ ti Þ if LB ðxt Þ ¼ 1
t
ð7Þ
Pðx jBÞ ¼ i ¼ 1
>
>
:0
if L ðxt Þ ¼ 0

(

4.1. Pixel model
We model each pixel as a mixture of Gaussians both for
background and foreground estimation. This is beneﬁcial
for two aspects. One is that foreground models can deal
with stopped foreground and moved background objects.
The other is that foreground tends to match foreground
models so that the completeness of foreground is easily
guaranteed. Deﬁne xt as an input pixel value at the time t,
and the matching probability of the pixel belonging to a
model is:
Pðxt Þ ¼

K
X

ωti N i ðxt ; μti ; Σ ti Þ

ð3Þ

i¼1

where N is a Gaussian density function, K is the number of
distributions which is ﬁxed as 3 and ωti is the weight of the
ith distribution:


N i xt ; μti ; Σ ti ¼

1
ð2πÞn=2 jΣ i j1=2

e  1=2ðx

t

 μti ÞT ðΣ ti Þ  1 ðxt  μti Þ

ð4Þ

where μti and Σ ti are the mean value and the covariance
matrix of the ith Gaussian in the mixture respectively. As
Eq. (3), we calculate the probability of each pixel matching
with all background and foreground models around it.
4.2. Shared model
We adopt a sharable mechanism to exploit the spatialtemporal correlation between pixels. Given a pixel xt , we
dynamically search an optimal model from background
and foreground models in a N  N region. We set B as
background models and F as foreground models. LB ðxt Þ is
deﬁned as a binary label for a pixel xt . If xt matches a
background model, LB ðxt Þ ¼ 1, otherwise LB ðxt Þ ¼ 0. In a
similar fashion, if xt matches a foreground model,
LF ðxt Þ ¼ 1, otherwise LF ðxt Þ ¼ 0. The labeling criterion is

ð5Þ

jxt  μtF ;k j o2:5σ tF ;k

1;

if

0;

otherwise

ð6Þ

B

Pðxt jF Þ ¼

8
K
X
>
>
<
ωi N F ;i ðxt ; μt ; Σ t Þ
i

i

if LF ðxt Þ ¼ 1

i¼1

>
>
:0

ð8Þ

if LF ðx Þ ¼ 0
t

To ﬁnd an optimal model, we perform an exhaustive
search for all the matched models in a N  N region
around the pixel xt . The model of maximum probability is
obtained with the following selection function:
Pðxt Þ ¼ arg maxfP i ðxt jBÞ; P j ðxt jF Þg;
(
Lðxt Þ ¼

1 o i om; 1 o jo n

1;

if a background model is chosen

0;

if a foreground model is chosen

ð9Þ
ð10Þ

where m and n are the number of models that need to
match within the N  N region. Lðxt Þ is the ﬁnal pixel label,
and Pðxt Þ is the maximum matching probability.
In this way, a pixel is labeled into foreground or background by ﬁnding an optimal matched model in the
neighborhood. If no model is chosen, then the pixel is
regarded as foreground and a new model is established. To
prevent the overlapping of background and foreground
distributions, we add distance constraint when establishing the foreground models. If Lðxt Þ ¼ 1 and no matched
foreground model, a new foreground model is built when
jxt  μt j 45σ t . The beneﬁt is two-fold. One is to reduce the
number of foreground models. The other is to effectively
suppress the noise pixels.
To illustrate the validity of shared models, we output
the mean value of the optimal matched model for a pixel
to generate a shared map. Fig. 2 shows some examples of
shared maps, where we can observe distinctly that the
shared maps reconstruct the original image. Actually, the
shared maps look like a blur effect of the original image.
The wider the search range is, the more blurry the shared
maps look.
4.3. Update
Original GMM adopts blind update to incorporate all
samples into the background models. Since our approach
has two kinds of shared models, the update confronts with
two questions: the many-to-one relationship between
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Source image

3

Ground truth

3 shared map

Mask image

7×7 shared map

15×15 shared map

Mask image

Mask image

Fig. 2. Examples of shared maps with different search ranges.

pixels and models; the switch between background and
foreground models.
Model update: We select a conservative update strategy
with a random sampling mechanism. Through randomly
selecting a pixel that matching a model, the background
and foreground models are updated respectively. This is
simple but effective for the many-to-one relationship
between pixels and models. The update rate is set as 0.01
according to [1].
Model switch: The conservative update may lead to
deadlock situations and everlasting ghosts. For example,
the background incorrectly classiﬁed as foreground prevents its background model from being updated. To solve
this problem, we add a switch to transform foreground
models into background models if a foreground model is
used for a long period. We set the switch time to 500
frames.
Model remove: If a shared model is not used for a long
time, it is deleted. Here, we set the life time to 500 frames
for background models and 50 frames for foreground
models.

5. Shared sample consensus model
Moving object detection with sample consensus is a
non-parametric approach, where each model is represented by a sequence of historical samples based on
sample consensus like Vibe [4], PBAS [5], and SuBSENSE
[6]. Similar to shared statistical models, the sample consensus model can also be embedded into the sharing framework. For a given pixel, we extract the color and texture
features. Then we dynamically search a matched model for
each pixel around the shared region. The sharing framework makes dynamic many-to-one correspondence substitute for ﬁxed one-to-one correspondence between pixels and models. This strategy brings models more robustness to background noise and illumination, and meanwhile reduces the number of models. Moreover, we update
the shared model by randomly selecting a pixel that
matches with the model. To enhance the sensitivity and
generalization, we adopt an adaptive threshold and

feedback strategy. Like SuBSENSE [6], we utilize two
indicators: decision distance Dmin and blinking level S to
monitor background dynamic and segmentation noise
respectively. Then we can realize the automatical control
of update rate T for shared models and distance threshold
R for sample matching according to these two indicators.
5.1. Multiple features based shared model
In the model sharing framework, not all positions need
to build a background model since a model can be shared
by the neighbor pixels. We establish models by utilizing a
sample consensus approach similar to ViBe [4]. Each
model is represented by a sequence of historical samples
based on sample consensus. Each pixel dynamically searches a matched model around the shared regions. We
denote a shared model located at x as BðxÞ, which contains
a collection of K historical samples BðxÞ noted as:
BðxÞ ¼ fB1 ðxÞ; B2 ðxÞ; …; BK ðxÞg

ð11Þ

Each sample is represented by color values F color ðxÞ and
LBSP descriptors F LBSP ðxÞ of three color channels. We
denote the concatenated multiple features as FðxÞ. Given a
pixel xt in time t, we dynamically search a matched model
with the feature Fðxt Þ from background shared models in a
N  N region. Lðxt Þ is deﬁned as a binary label for a pixel xt .
If xt matches a shared model, Lðxt Þ ¼ 1, otherwise
Lðxt Þ ¼ 0. Lðxt Þ is computed as:
(
1; if (s; Ls ðxt Þ ¼ 1; js  xj r N=2
t
Lðx Þ ¼
ð12Þ
0; otherwise
where s is the position of the shared models around pixel
xt in a N  N region. The similarity Ls ðxt Þ between a pixel
and a model is calculated as follows:
(
1; if fDistðFðxt Þ; Bn ðsÞÞ o R; 8 ng 4 min
ð13Þ
Ls ðxt Þ ¼
0; otherwise
where R is the maximum distance threshold and calculated in the same way with [6]. min is the minimum
number of the matched samples between a model and a
pixel. We ﬁx min ¼ 2 in all the experiments. DistðFðxt Þ; Bn ðsÞÞ
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represents the distance between Fðxt Þ and a given background sample Bn ðsÞ, which is calculated as:
Bn
t
DistðFðxt Þ; Bn ðsÞÞ ¼ jF color ðxt Þ F Bn
color ðsÞj þDh ðF LBSP ðx Þ; F LBSP ðsÞÞ

ð14Þ
where Dh ð; Þ is the hamming distance. With the shared
mechanism and search strategy, different pixels could
share the same model in current frame and different
models in next frame. In this way, we can exploit the
spatial-temporal correlation between pixels by searching
the matched model around a pixel, which can enhance the
robustness while signiﬁcantly decrease the number of
models.
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Table 2
Comparison results of different shared region size for shared statistical
models.
Approaches

Recall

Precision F-measure Total ♯ of
models

GMM1 [1]
GMM2 [2]
RMoG [8]
Shared bg (3  3)
Shared bgþ fg
(3  3)
Shared bgþ fg
(5  5)
Shared bgþ fg
(9  9)

0.4904
0.5075
0.4296
0.9654
0.9157

0.7463
0.9290
0.9232
0.8924
0.9619

0.5919
0.6564
0.5864
0.9275
0.9347

86,400
86,400
9600
22,034
24,185

0.9431

0.9549

0.9489

10,106

0.8623 0.9637

0.9102

4511

5.2. Update

bg: background; fg: foreground.

We divide the update into three parts: model update
and spread, model feedback of T (update rate for shared
models) and R (distance threshold for sample matching),
and foreground spread.
Model update and spread: Since a background model is
shared by the neighbor pixels, we randomly choose a pixel
that matches with the model to update. That is, we randomly select a pixel matched the model to update a random selected sample of the model, then the multiple
features of this pixel has 1=T probability to replace that
sample. Meanwhile, the pixel also has 1=T probability to
replace a sample of a neighbor model in the search region.
T is calculated as [6].
Model feedback: The adaptive control of the update rate
T and distance threshold R is critical to affect model sensitivity and generalization ability for shared model
updating. To automatically adjust the update rate T and
distance threshold R, we add the decision distance Dmin
and blinking level S similar to SuBSENSE [6]. Decision
distance Dmin is the minimal distance between the pixel
and samples of the model that it matches, which reﬂects
the degree of background dynamics. Blinking level S is an
indicator changing with consistency of consecutive segmentation masks, which reﬂects segmentation noise.
Based on these two indicator, we increase update rate T
and distance threshold R in the area that changes dramatically and decrease them in the ﬂat area. More details can
be found in [6].
Foreground spread: If a background model is surrounded by foregrounds, i.e., if more than a half pixels
closed to this model are foregrounds, we offer a 1=T
probability to replace a sample by the feature of this
foreground pixel.

separated into 11 categories based on different types of
challenges shown in Tables 4 and 5.

6. Experiments
To evaluate the performance of the proposed model
sharing framework, we perform the experiments on the
public ChangeDetection benchmark 2014 [21], which
provides a realistic, camera-captured, diverse set of videos.
A total of 53 video sequences with human labeled ground
truth are used for testing. The video sequences are

6.1. Experiments on different shared region size
This section reports the performance of the model
sharing framework with different size of shared regions by
embedding statistical model and sample consensus model
respectively.
6.1.1. Different region size for shared statistical model
We ﬁrstly evaluate the performance of shared statistical
models with different size of shared regions. Since models
are shared dynamically with a random update mechanism,
the number of shared models changes with time. Take the
sequence “ofﬁce” as an example, we compare our shared
model with different size of shared regions in Table 2.
Additionally, we compare with GMM [1], adaptive GMM
[2], RMoG [8]. With 1/3 models compared to original GMM
and adaptive GMM, our shared model achieves much
better performance. With 9  9 shared region, our shared
model achieves better results with a half number of
models than RMoG. Furtherly, in Table 2 we can see that
the addition of foreground shared models improves precision but decreases recall a little. On the whole, the
F-measure is greatly improved due to more integral foreground. With the increase of shared region size, the model
number is reduced. But too large shared region will
degrade the performance. In this paper, we set the shared
region size as 5.
6.1.2. Different region size for shared sample consensus
model
Generally, the number of models is proportional to
image size and inversely proportional to the size of shared
regions. The models are dynamically shared by the pixels so
that complexity of image sequences also has some effect on
the number of models. Take the sequence “port_0_17fps” as
an example, we give the model number of our shared
sample consensus model with different size of shared
regions in Table 3. In addition, we compare with GMM [1],
adaptive GMM [2], RMoG [8] and SuBSENSE [6]. When the
size of shared region is 7  7, our shared model achieves
much better performance with about 10% models compared
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to original GMM, adaptive GMM and SuBSENSE. Compared
to the region based approach, our shared model achieves
better results with less models than RMoG with 7  7 and
9  9 shared regions. As the increase of shared region size,
the model number is reduced. But too large size of shared
regions will lower the speed of model matched and cause
unnecessary sharing.
6.2. Evaluation on changeDetection benchmark
In this section, we report the performance of the model
sharing framework with different size of shared regions by
embedding statistical model and sample consensus model
respectively on ChangeDetection benchmark 2014 [21].
6.2.1. Shared statistical model
Table 4 presents the quantitative comparison of the
shared statistical model in terms of F-measure to several
state-of-the-art approaches. The shared region is set to 5 
5 and the number of sample is 20. The shared model
achieves the best performance in six of eleven categories.
Note that the shared statistical model outperforms all the
other approaches on the average F-measure of 11 categories. However, the improvement is not obvious. This is
because we do not consider shadow modeling. With the
Shadow is excluded, the improvement over the state-of-theart is more signiﬁcant as shown in last column of Table 4.
Moreover, the performance on Shadow can be greatly
Table 3
Comparison results of different shared region size for shared sample
consensus models.
Approaches

Recall

Precision

F-measure

Total ♯ of models

GMM1 [1]
GMM2 [2]
RMoG [8]
SuBSENSE [6]
Shared (5  5)
Shared (7  7)
Shared (9  9)

0.4487
0.4971
0.3558
0.7481
0.7036
0.6245
0.5397

0.0121
0.0095
0.0040
0.0827
0.4110
0.5502
0.6362

0.0236
0.0187
0.0080
0.1490
0.5189
0.5850
0.5840

307,200
307,200
34,134
307,200
43,815
29,174
22,901

improved with some shadow detection approaches, such as
[23]. Although the shared model only has a 1% gain than
SuBSENSE [6]. SuBSENSE needs about 135 ms to process a
frame for 320  240 videos with the implementation [24],
while the shared model needs about 30 ms. With an
effective sharing mechanism, the shared statistical model
reduces by about two third models than original GMM and
achieves the best performance at the expense of acceptable
computational cost.
Fig. 3 shows some visual comparisons of foreground
detection results. The foreground detection results of other
approaches are obtained with BGSLibrary [24]. In Fig. 3, the
ﬁrst sequence is “highway” from Camera Jitter; the second
and third sequences are “fountain01” and “fall” from
Dynamic Background; the last sequence is from Thermal.
From these sequences, our shared statistical model presents
effectiveness on removing nonstatic background and
obtaining integral foreground.
6.2.2. Shared sample consensus model
Table 5 presents the quantitative comparison of the
shared sample consensus model in terms of F-measure to
several state-of-the-art approaches. The shared model
achieves the best performance in six of eleven categories.
Note that the shared model outperforms all the other
approaches on the average F-measure of 11 categories. For
PTZ, Low Framerate, and Turbulence categories, the shared
model improves about 5% than the second results. The
reason is that the shared model effectively removes the
background noise and camouﬂage. Moreover, with the
effective sharing mechanism, the shared model reduces by
about nine-tenths models than SuBSENSE and achieves the
best performance at the expense of acceptable computational cost. The average processing time is 45 ms per frame
with a 5  5 shared region.
Fig. 4 shows some visual comparisons of foreground
detection results. The foreground detection results of
GMM and SuBSENSE are obtained with BGSLibrary [24]. In
Fig. 4, the sequences are “intermittentPan” from PTZ,“sofa”
from intermittentObjectMotion, “sidewalk” and “badminton” from Camera Jitter. From the visual comparison on

Table 4
F-measures for ChangeDetection benchmark [21].
Approaches

SuBSENSE [6]

FTSG [22]

RMoG [8]

GMM1 [1]

GMM2 [2]

KDE [3]

Shared1

Ba
BW
CJ
DB
IOM
LF
NV
PTZ
Sh
Th
Tu

0.9503
0.8619
0.8152
0.8177
0.6569
0.6445
0.5599
0.3476
0.8986
0.8171
0.7792

0.9330
0.8228
0.7513
0.8792
0.7891
0.6259
0.5130
0.3241
0.8832
0.7768
0.7127

0.7848
0.6826
0.7010
0.7352
0.5431
0.5312
0.4265
0.2470
0.7212
0.4788
0.4578

0.8245
0.7380
0.5969
0.6330
0.5207
0.5373
0.4097
0.1522
0.7370
0.6621
0.4663

0.8382
0.7406
0.5670
0.6328
0.5325
0.5065
0.3960
0.1046
0.7322
0.6548
0.4169

0.9092
0.7571
0.5720
0.5961
0.4088
0.5478
0.4365
0.0365
0.7660
0.7423
0.4478

0.9346
0.7791
0.8173
0.8673
0.7979
0.6664
0.4333
0.3734
0.8133
0.8254
0.8556

Ov
Ov⋆

0.7408
0.7250

0.7283
0.7128

0.5736
0.5588

0.5707
0.5541

0.5566
0.5390

0.5688
0.5454

0.7421
0.7350

BW: Bad Weather; Ba: Baseline; CJ: Camera Jitter; DB: Dynamic Background; IOM: Intermittent Object Motion; LF: Low Framerate; NV: Night Video; Sh:
⋆
Shadow; Th: Thermal; Tu: Turbulence; Ov: Overall is the average F-measure of 11 categories; Ov⋆ : Overall is the average F-measure except shadow.
Shared1 is the shared statistical model.
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Fig. 3. Visual comparison of foreground detection results.

Table 5
F-measures for ChangeDetection benchmark [21].
Approaches

SuBSENSE [6]

FTSG [22]

RMoG [8]

GMM1 [1]

GMM2 [2]

KDE [3]

Shared2

Ba
BW
CJ
DB
IOM
LF
NV
PTZ
Sh
Th
Tu

0.9503
0.8619
0.8152
0.8177
0.6569
0.6445
0.5599
0.3476
0.8986
0.8171
0.7792

0.9330
0.8228
0.7513
0.8792
0.7891
0.6259
0.5130
0.3241
0.8832
0.7768
0.7127

0.7848
0.6826
0.7010
0.7352
0.5431
0.5312
0.4265
0.2470
0.7212
0.4788
0.4578

0.8245
0.7380
0.5969
0.6330
0.5207
0.5373
0.4097
0.1522
0.7370
0.6621
0.4663

0.8382
0.7406
0.5670
0.6328
0.5325
0.5065
0.3960
0.1046
0.7322
0.6548
0.4169

0.9092
0.7571
0.5720
0.5961
0.4088
0.5478
0.4365
0.0365
0.7660
0.7423
0.4478

0.9474
0.8422
0.8159
0.8214
0.6733
0.7295
0.4551
0.4196
0.8885
0.8337
0.8445

Ov

0.7408

0.7283

0.5736

0.5707

0.5566

0.5688

0.7519

Ba: Baseline; BW: Bad Weather; CJ: Camera Jitter; DB: Dynamic Background; IOM: Intermittent Object Motion; LF: Low Framerate; NV: Night Video; Sh:
Shadow; Th: Thermal; Tu: Turbulence; Ov: Overall is the average F-measure of 11 categories. Shared2 is the shared sample consensus model.

these sequences, the shared sample consensus model
presents effectiveness on removing nonstatic background
and acquiring complete foreground.
All programs in the experiments run on an Intel i7 CPU
at 3.4 GHz with no architecture-speciﬁc instruction and
saves output frames on a local hard drive. The shared
sample consensus model runs 25 fps for 320  240 videos.
6.2.3. Comparison of shared statistical model and shared
sample consensus model
We have analyzed the two shared models in the performance and time cost. As illustrated in the experimental
results, the shared statistical model performs better than
the shared consensus model on the challenges like dynamic
backgrounds and intermittent object motion, while the
shared sample consensus models can do better on some
other challenges like shadow, low frame rate and bad
weather. In general, the shared sample consensus model
has a 1% gain than the shared statistical model, but the

shared statistical model costs less time than shared sample
consensus model.

7. Conclusion
To fully exploit the spatial-temporal correlation across
different pixels, we propose a simple but effective framework to learn sharing models for moving object detection.
Through dynamically establishing many-to-one relationship between pixels and models, we allow pixels having
similar feature to share the same model. Using the sharing
framework, the noises resulted by local small movements
can be effectively eliminated, and the number of models is
reduced remarkably. To verify the effectiveness of the
model sharing framework, we apply the model sharing
framework both on statistical model and sample consensus model. Experimental results show that our sharing
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Fig. 4. Visual comparison of foreground detection results.

framework outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on
ChangeDetection Benchmark 2014.
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